One-Handed Typist

Recently, a programming contest coach had a terrible accident and broke his left arm. It was then that he discovered how difficult it was to type with only one hand. He really needed to find a way to increase his typing speed, since he had to create problems in a hurry for an upcoming programming contest.

His solution was to switch from the standard QWER TY keyboard layout to a right-handed Dvorak keyboard layout (see diagrams below). It is pretty easy on a modern machine to change the keyboard layout in software, so that striking a key on the standard keyboard would give you the character at that position on the desired layout, whether or not it matches the physically labeled character.

The standard QWERTY keyboard layout, shift-modified on right.

The right-handed Dvorak keyboard layout, shift-modified on right.

One day, as the coach was typing out a problem statement with his right hand, he discovered that he had forgotten to change the keyboard layout from QWERTY to Dvorak on the machine! Naturally, all the text came out scrambled, because he had struck the keys as if it were a right-handed Dvorak keyboard. Alas, it would take too much time to retype all the text with only one hand.

Can you write a program to help the coach salvage his text?

Input

The input file consists of several lines of text, representing the text typed by the coach on a QWER TY keyboard layout when he thought he was using a right-handed Dvorak layout. Each line contains no more than 1000 alphanumeric characters, spaces, and punctuation found on the keyboard.

Output

For each line in the input, your program should write the line of text that the coach had meant to type. In other words, output the text as if it had been keyed using a right-handed Dvorak layout.

Sample Input

Hg66t Mty6k!
Jhg 4ibl; pytmn 8tc 5i79urrr
t,gy jhg 6fxo kt.r
Sample Output

Hello World!
The quick brown fox jumps...
over the lazy dog.